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With atmospheric CO2 levels predicted to reach an all-time peak this spring, progressive EV brand
Everrati™ explores how we can slow down the rate of acceleration.
Despite an overall 8% drop in CO2 emissions during the COVID-19 pandemic, concentration levels have been
speedily increasing year-on-year over the last few decades. Once carbon dioxide has been emitted into the
atmosphere, it remains there for a long time (between 300 to 1000 years). According to the Met Office, in
order to reverse this trend and slow the rise, we will need to reduce our global emissions, and
“bringing them to a halt will need global emissions to be brought down to net zero.”
Determined to be part of the global revolution to reach carbon-neutral by 2050, Everrati™ concurs that
reaching zero-emissions is the way forward, and the time for action is now. And, with the transport
sector being the single largest polluter in the country - responsible for 28% of the UK’s carbon
emissions - there is no better place to start than with electric vehicles.
“To me, one of the main outputs of the pandemic is that we have all ‘woken up’ to what the world
could be like if we were to lower our emissions. The focus is now clearly on environmental awareness,
pollution and particulate reduction, and clean air.” - Justin Lunny, Everrati™.
As one of the fastest-growing sectors, recent EV forecasts clearly reflect this uptake for
zero-emissions, as the industry booms with passenger sales predicted to reach 26 million by 2030 - over
ten times of those seen in 2019.
But it isn’t just the EV sector that can help bring about the revolution. Speaking exclusively to
Everrati™, Dr. Tia Kansara, CEO of Replenish Earth, a platform that inspires innovation in business
with a philosophy to ‘live in harmony with nature’, believes that the responsibility falls on us all.

“There is an invitation card sitting on every executive’s desk. If you want to have a business in 5
years, you'll need natural resources for them. Heaven forbid these resources are subject to natural
disasters, spills, or emergencies because history has shown it will take more time for you to recover
than for you to pivot now.” - Dr. Tia Kansara, Replenish Earth.
Having consulted with multiple companies who have successfully bridged the gap and transformed their
business to become leaders in their relevant sectors, Dr. Tia Kansara advocates seizing the moment and
diversifying.
“The opportunity is to transform your supply chain, explore alternative products and services whilst
maintaining a competitive advantage in your industry.”
It is this sentiment that encouraged Justin Lunny to launch Everrati™, it reconceives some of the
worlds most iconic and beautiful vehicles of the past, into fun and engaging zero-emissions cars for the
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future.
“Committed to reducing emissions for cleaner air, it is our intention to embrace the history of iconic
cars while pushing the boundaries of advanced technology to offer a fully-comprehensive and sustainable
solution for today’s driver.” – Justin Lunny, Everrati™.
Indeed, with many classic cars emitting the equivalent to their own weight in CO2 every 1,500-2,000 miles
driven, Everrati™ is motivated to reinvigorate the world’s most desirable vehicles to vastly reduce
carbon emissions and offer a new lease of (clean air) life to these iconic automobiles.
“A dilemma facing many existing, and would be owners, is that most of these magnificent cars will
likely be banned or at least heavily discouraged from cities within 5 years due to their emissions. We
fully believe the time is right to disrupt the sector and deliver beautiful, usable icons to
thought-leaders concerned with sustainability.” - Justin Lunny, Everrati™.
With the continued rise of the “responsible consumer” demanding a more environmentally-friendly and
ethical approach from brands, and as social expectations around climate change continue to shift, now is
the time for companies worldwide to explore, expand and divulge their green credentials.
“Making money is easy. It's the impact and accountability that is the next invitation. Stop hiding
behind each other and take the leap.” – Dr. Tia Kansara, Replenish Earth.
Iconic Past. Everrati™ Future.
http://www.everrati.com

Editors Notes
Everrati™ – Founded in 2019, Everrati™ is dedicated to lowering the environmental impact of iconic
cars, by replacing combustion engines with high-tech electric powertrains.
Reflecting the upmost respect for these iconic vehicles and their unique identity, Everrati™ both
preserves and revitalises, offering unparalleled luxury, performance, and precision engineered electric
power. Compassionately restoring each masterpiece, Everrati™ not only replaces the traditional
combustion engine with a custom designed, state-of-the-art electric powertrain, but also fully refits the
interior to the customer’s chosen specifications. The process is also completely reversible, helping to
retain the investment value of the vehicle.

Replenish Earth - The philosophy of living in harmony with nature; it is a cause and a collective action
to protect the global commons - the natural resources we all share.
Replenish Earth has advised 120 businesses and 90 governments on their strategies to transition away from
fossil fuels, designing business models and products with a net positive impact on the environment.
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Replenish Earth has given millions an immersive, multi-sensory experience of nature with exhibitions,
conferences, retreats and online content. Replenish Earth has created foresight tools to develop
moonshots for executive leadership and created thousands of jobs for people who value the Replenish
Ecosystem.
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